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Website

Mint

420 Roberto Otero

Shroomlume

Digital

420 is an American digital artist and NFT creator. With a varied

style, from doodling to 3D and AI renders, 420 sees the world as a

canvas.

Price 420 MATIC

https://coughclubworldwide.com/
https://bueno.art/e2utpqdw/shroomlume/tokens


4everkurious

Living in Conflict

Digital

4everKurious, Sondra Bernstein is an American digital collage and

AI artist exploring tech and creativity intersections. Pushing

traditional art boundaries with cutting-edge tools.

Price 420 MATIC 

Website

Mint

https://www.sondra-bernstein.com/
https://bueno.art/n5kkzhyg7wovfiizrs/living-in-conflict/tokens


Ahmad Aghasiani

NAZAEI

Photography

This is a destructive settlement project in the beautiful nature of

Fereydunshahr, Isfahan.

In my opinion, these arrows have caused the sterility of the

planet.

Website

https://thehug.xyz/artists/aghasiani


Alice Nozhnina

Secret Forest

Digital

Price 441 MATIC 

VR pioneer and 3D virtuoso, Alice Nozhnina crafts immersive

worlds. With 3+ years in VR/AR, she enlightens through

presentations and workshops, unlocking the potential of virtual

reality.

Website

Mint

https://alicez35.wixsite.com/alicezq
https://bueno.art/oke60afu/secret-forest/tokens


Alix Bache

Symbiosis

Digital

Price 200 MATIC

Alix Bache is a multidisciplinary artist based in San Diego,

working with traditional painting techniques as well as digital.

Her colorful style is refined by a flair for the Japanese 

anime traditions.

Website

Mint

https://www.behance.net/BacheAlix?log_shim_removal=1
https://bueno.art/cxdae92v/symbiosis-1/tokens


Ana Madelaine

Reverie Violeta

Digital

Price 343 MATIC 

Ana Madeleine, is a multidisciplinary artist from Bucaramanga,

Colombia. Her sensitivity comes from her way of seeing the

world, making genuine connections with her art.

Website

Link to Mint

https://www.behance.net/Madeleineurmen
https://bueno.art/j3e00da/reverie-violeta/tokens


Ant Woman

Roots

Digital

Price 280 MATIC

Antwoman is a digital artist drawing her inspiration from personal

experiences to explore the intersection of art and technology

using motion art, animation, dynamic NFTs, and generative fine-

art.

Website

Mint

https://www.nftantwoman.com/
https://bueno.art/vnp1ru24/roots/tokens


Arta Raituma

The Soul of Fire

Banner print on Polyester; 100cmx100cm

Price 410 USDT

What is the colour and pattern of the soul of fire? The artist answers to this

question poetically and visually, using and transforming a photo

documentation of a real life fire performance. This artwork blends the

primal natural element - fire - and digital interpretation mixing together the

wild, physical essence and technology in a sustainable way.

Website

Mint

https://youngartistsinconversation.co.uk/Arta-Raituma
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near:5bc7b9bfc8cfdd01c50699793369c03c


Arta Raituma

The Shadow

Banner print on Polyester; 100cmx100cm

Price 54 USDT

Extracted frame from the tondoscope short film about the Shadow - a

character living in postapocalyptic ruins and its transformation when it

discovers the power of the primal element - fire. Co-directed by Prem

Jyothis

Website

Mint

https://youngartistsinconversation.co.uk/Arta-Raituma
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3Ac691d1d423a532ca50ef571c207e5c42


Atiko

Biocosmos

Digital

Price 310 MATIC 

Atiko is a digital and AI artist from Argentina. As a creative

explorer, he is constantly searching for innovation and new

narratives to create stunning and unique visual experiences.

Website

Mint

https://linktr.ee/atikomotion
https://bueno.art/5ky66-e8/biocosmos-1/tokens


Axel Djangbo

The Village of Imsouane

Photography

Price 356.47 MATIC

Axel Djangbo is a French photographer based in Lisbon. Inspired

by old films, travels, fashion, and street photography, he blends

portraits and architecture in a captivating urban atmosphere.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/akselside
https://bueno.art/kyxhnl1f/the-village-of-imsouane-1/tokens


Bit Errror

Rise From Nature

Digital

Price 420 MATIC 

Bit Error is a digital artist based in Madrid, that works

manipulating various medias such as photographs, videos,

vectors, textures & anything that sparkles their inspiration to

make something new.

Website

Mint

https://makersplace.com/biterrror/gallery/created
https://bueno.art/2ly0bipu/rise-from-nature-1/tokens


Website

Mint

Cadiz

Biodiversity

Digital

Price 250 MATIC

https://twitter.com/CadizFFM
https://bueno.art/d-czvzu/biodiversity-1/tokens


Carlotta Premazzi 

Interconnected, Hybrid Ecosystem

Digital loop

Price  643 USDT

Interconnected, Hybrid Ecosystem, Fluid mutations of an interconnected hybrid system” is an

AI-driven loop video that channels artificial intelligence to bring to life a surreal and utopian

vision of biotechnological convergence. This artwork provides a nuanced exploration of the

dynamic coexistence between natural and artificial elements, illustrating an incessant cycle of

mutations and interconnections that seamlessly fuse the realms of the natural and the artificial.

The dissolution of boundaries between organic and artificial elements takes on a futuristic

resonance, evoking a holistic perspective of a world where the synergistic convergence of these

systems embodies the essence of advanced sustainability and innovative equilibrium.

Website

Link to Mint

https://www.instagram.com/carlottapremazzi/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3A4b2f8566c4f75676270396ee3b9f9526


Carlotta Premazzi 

Hybrid Ecosystem

Digital

Price  321 USDT

”Hybrid Ecosystem” AI-Generated Art, part of Interconnected, Hybrid Ecosystem, collection,

where artificial intelligence bring to life a surreal and utopian vision of biotechnological

convergence. This artwork provides a nuanced exploration of the dynamic coexistence between

natural and artificial elements, illustrating an incessant cycle of mutations and interconnections

that seamlessly fuse the realms of the natural and the artificial.

The dissolution of boundaries between organic and artificial elements takes on a futuristic

resonance, evoking a holistic perspective of a world where the synergistic convergence of these

systems embodies the essence of advanced sustainability and innovative equilibrium.

Website

Link to Mint

https://www.instagram.com/carlottapremazzi/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3Ace17a341520ed7f376403f3a096c2073


Caroline Harroe

Fusion

Digital

Price 505 MATIC 

Caroline Harroe is an artist channeling her life experiences into

captivating digital art that explores the depths of the human

existence. Illustrating emotions with an authentic and varied

style.

Website

Mint

https://carolineharroearts.co.uk/
https://bueno.art/mb4uwhnp/fusion/tokens


Chags Photography

Queens of Mara

Photography

Price 

One of the most famous lion prides in the Masai Mara, the Topi

Pride, consisting of almost 40 lions, ruled by three vicious males.

Website

Mint

https://chagsphotography.com/


Daphne

Blodletting

Painting, 1.60 x 1.10m

Price  755 USDT

A deep dive down into the symbolism of blood as “the sacred life

force in Man & Beast” and on how ritual blood shedding has been

used for centuries in many different cultures as a way to honor

creation and give back to Nature.

2022

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/da.ph.n.e/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3Aff77312799fbde552bc8dafdf2f93a98


Dodoy

The Rest of Future Forest

Digital

Price 980 MATIC 

Dodoy is a pluri digital artist from Indonesia, with a fine style

ranging from Pixel and 2D to Abstract and 3D. His dreamy work is

inspired by the future, sci-fi and cyberpunk cultures. 

Website

Mint

https://objkt.com/profile/tz1dHh1rQpdsyXLUh3H4ozxUqoqutre1oCiq/created
https://bueno.art/zza3uqfb/opencallsubmission6520cf89-7a4/tokens


Dolores Krajnak

Lumiflora Blooms

Digital

Price 130 MATIC 

Dolores Krajnak is a multimedia NFT artist sharing expressionism

through art and photography. She uses digital, oil, acrylic, and

water color, sculpture, pencil and prints as media of expression.

Website

Mint

https://gallery.layerr.art/a/0x2d01619f68515580d68b8ad074043d1f1f7c480d
https://bueno.art/f3ubh2v7/lumiflora-blooms/tokens


Domran / PaulCut

Jungle in the Mixer

Digital

Price 300 MATIC 

Domran explores simplicity and chaos in electronic music,

weaving a digital canvas where randomness shapes his evolving

techno vision.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/domran_vibes
https://bueno.art/pi9sry-z/jungle-in-the-mixer-domran-1/tokens


Eirrann

Flores obscuri | Vitrae nexus

Digital

Price 420 MATIC 

Inspired by the ways that AI enables humanity, Eirrann strives to

create glimpses into unseen worlds using visual and narrative

digital storytelling, coupled with AI art tools.

Website

Mint

https://eirrann.art/
https://bueno.art/6gqmpxgf/flores-obscuri-or-vitrae-nexus/tokens


Elçin Arpacay

Quantum Blooms // No. 1 ⋆˚✿˖°
Digital

Price 48 MATIC 

Elçin is a multimedia artist exploring the intricate interplay

between society and technology, transcending traditional

boundaries.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/elcinarpacay
https://bueno.art/yiz3uuur/quantum-blooms-no-1-o-1/tokens


Eparpillé

View to the sea

Paper weaving,  A4

Price 86 USDT

Stripping pages of old magazines, giving it a new approach of

what is already there through weaving them through existing

images.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/e.parpille/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3A3c43aaaa3c75719689dbd4eb73a4fcb0


Eparpillé

View to the sea

Paper weaving, A4

Price 86 USDT

Stripping pages of old magazines, giving it a new approach of

what is already there through weaving them through existing

images.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/e.parpille/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3A63424a785e06e0f422bb5f8dd46d4a81


Evgenia Emets

Religar (Nicotiana Tabacum & Nicotiana Rustica) Price 1834 USDT

Religar (Nicotiana Tabacum & Nicotiana Rustica)

Calligraphic artwork on paper drawn with watercolors using only the green palette. The

visual form comes from the essence of the tobacco plant. In this case, the tobacco plant

found in Estufa Fria shares their message with the people through poetry.

Details and Poem included in NFT.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/eternalforestglobal/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3Ac6aa19affc59ec124327c04dd673dc56


Faedriel Delune

Nebula Blossoms

Digital

Price 441 MATIC 

Faedriel is a Colorado-based artist and psychologist, he merges

AI and various art forms to explore the depths of identity and our

digital bonds through stunning visuals.

Website

Mint

https://faedriel.com/
https://bueno.art/smrw4vwd/nebula-blossoms-1/tokens


Fia Machado

Sienna Top

Digital

Price 560.64 MATIC 

Portuguese designer Ana Silva, from Porto, shifted to phygital

fashion after discovering its potential six months ago. Her brand,

Fia Machado, merges fashion and blockchain tech.

Website

Mint

https://www.fiamachado.com/
https://bueno.art/skfkzfr/fia-machado-sienna-top/tokens


FRVNK

D28 #1

Digital

Price 800 MATIC 

Website

Mint

https://www.fiamachado.com/
https://bueno.art/aozcuuxe/d28-1-1/tokens


Gabriele Modcia

Mechanical Botanical Symphony

Digital

Arboritech, a futuristic tree with a metallic trunk and bioluminescent solar

panels, symbolizes the fusion of nature and technology. Its touch-screen control

panel facilitates interactions, offering insights into health and air quality.

Adaptable to environmental challenges, Arboritech releases water in droughts

and purifies air in polluted conditions, envisioning a future where technology

and nature collaboratively contribute to the environment.

Website

https://www.fiamachado.com/


Happy Doji

Binary Canopy

Digital

Price 280 MATIC 

Happy Doji, emerging French artist, breathes life into serene,

poetic artworks. Her perspective is shaped by journeys across five

continents, her captivating creations draw you to her universe.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/happydoji
https://bueno.art/zscg92h/binary-canopy-1/tokens


Hazem

Soft touch

Digital

Price 315 MATIC 

Hazem is a digital artist & NFT Creator from Egypt. He likes to

express his feelings and transcript what is around him through

art, as he always tries to leave a strong impression to the viewer.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/artsspacework
https://bueno.art/9tcxzlko/soft-touch/tokens


Heather Timm

Flourish

Digital

Price 420 MATIC 

Heather Timm is a full-time interdisciplinary artist based in

Seattle. Her work has been exhibited internationally. She is

inspired by the intersection of art and science: experimentation.

Website

Mint

https://www.heathertimm.art/
https://bueno.art/can930dv/flourish-1/tokens


Hildiebird

Venus Flytrap Cult

Digital

Price 150 MATIC 

Hildiebird is a conservation ecologist, and an AI and analog artist.

She is currently exploring resilience & vulnerability in natural

ecosystems & the human psyche. 

Website

Mint

https://www.hildiebirdard.com/
https://bueno.art/c443ftj3/venus-flytrap-cult/tokens


Igor Marynowski

Robot Waters Flowers

Digital

Price 25 MATIC 

Igor Marynowski is a neurodivergent artist with disability from

USA. As a kid, he suffered a lot from bulling and decided to use

his creativity to help him come through the difficult.

Website

Mint

https://twitter.com/IgorMarynowski
https://bueno.art/qm4fepqt/robot-waters-flowers/tokens


Ikal Laki

Aquatic Ballet Dreamers

Digital

Price 275 MATIC 

Ikal Laki is a visual artist exploring mediums, such as alternative

photographic processes, mixed media, digital and AI. Passionate

about human feelings, he views art as the most intimate

expression.

Website

Mint

https://jvindelphotography.wixsite.com/javr/about
https://bueno.art/pjkbxtpv/aquatic-ballet-dreamers/tokens


Info Remix

Great Harmony

Digital

Price 1366 MATIC 

Info Remix (Manlo) is a diverse artist inspired by nature, I-ching,

and humor. He explores sustainability, philosophy, and joy in

various styles and animations through the pieces he creates.

Website

Mint

https://www.inforemix.com/
https://bueno.art/gvm85-8/great-harmony-1/tokens


Irina Raicu

Garden of Synthesis

Digital

Price 1300 MATIC 

Irina Raicu is an Award-winning AI Art & AI Fashion Pioneer,

exhibited world-wide. Her artworks and fashion designs have

been highlighted by the international brands and press.

Website

Mint

https://www.irinaraicu.com/
https://bueno.art/dtbq41k4/garden-of-synthesis-1/tokens


Jade Guinard

Mojave_Desert [CT.5.0]

Photography

Price 656.79 MATIC 

French artist, Central Saint Martins '21 grad. Explores digital

imagery, questions image-making. Investigates warfare,

surveillance, China's sovereignty.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/call_me_jadi
https://bueno.art/1ezzauus/mojavedesert-ct50-1/tokens


Jas Black

Cosmic Anemone

Digital

Price 560 MATIC 

Jas Black is a visual artist, working mostly with video, 3D, AI and

recycled materials. Inspired by nightlife, sci-fi and his own

dreams, he creates psychedelic pieces, mixing digital and

physical.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/jas___black
https://bueno.art/z5nhzkut/cosmic-anemone/tokens


Johnny Memonic

Eco-Cyber Nexus

Digital

Price 25 MATIC 

Johnny is a digital artist, exploring NFT reality in an unreal world.

He has always created using varied tools, from physical to digital

and now to AI, blending traditional art with modern tech.

Website

Mint

https://linktr.ee/JohnnyMEMonic
https://bueno.art/nztprh74/eco-cyber-nexus-1/tokens


Judasaca

Flower Rat Boy

Digital

Price 225 MATIC 

Judasaca is an hybrid artist who combines traditional art with

digital art and augmented reality. He seeks to uses the interaction

between art and technology to create unique ways to express his

vision.

Website

Mint

https://linktr.ee/judasaca
https://bueno.art/qxkmtyk4/flower-rat-boy-1/tokens


Juliette Cottu

Fantasia

Digital

Price 130 MATIC 

French-English DJ, fashion designer, and visual artist Juju, based

in Lisbon. Artsies co-founder exploring identity, culture, and

femininity.

Website

Mint

https://juliettecottuworld.cargo.site/
https://bueno.art/d8bvsnee/fantasia-1/tokens


Katherine Shapiro

Sol

Banner

Price 491 USDT

"Sol" is a reflection on life's cyclical nature. A red sun presides over hand carved

and printed animals, evoking the perpetual ebb and flow of time. In their orbital

migration, we witness an unending cycle where summer follows winter, the

moon follows the sun, and life follows death. These animals serve as emissaries

of the ancient forms that persist in the unfolding narrative of existence, inviting

us to remember our place amongst them.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/shappyk/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3Ae21267fc1e46abf6f4f3cc6e312b1a16


KidsInNFT by Rayka

The Beauty of Dendrobium

Digital

Price 95 MATIC 

Rayka is a 12 years old artist behind KidsinNFT. Her work centers

around imaginative story telling. Since she started, she has been

involved in several web3 artist awards and recognitions.

Website

Mint

https://linktr.ee/kidsinnft.eth
https://bueno.art/1jr-0cog/the-beauty-of-dendrobium-1/tokens


Krutota

Sintra Core

Digital

Website

Mint

https://linktr.ee/kidsinnft.eth


LadyLight

Memories of the Future

Digital

Price 500 MATIC 

Lady Light, a creative force from Zambia, excels as a curator,

artist, DJ, and designer. She celebrates diversity and weaves

traditional and modern elements into a rich cultural tapestry.

Website

Mint

https://linktr.ee/Lady_Light_Lsk
https://bueno.art/6u8asbsd/memories-of-the-future-1/tokens


Lana Lenfant

Painted Flowers

Photography

Price 410.6 MATIC 

French/Syrian analog photographer in Paris. NGO work ignited

film passion. Capturing nostalgia in portraits, interiors, products,

and street scenes.

Website

Mint

https://lanalenfant.com/
https://bueno.art/t-atlw2y/painted-flowers-1/tokens


Legana / Anais Legros

Personamente #2

Digital

Price 540 MATIC 

Anaïs Legros is a fine arts student from Paris that is fascinated by

technology and the living. She merges physical and digital

performances, exploring this intersection through her creations.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/le.g.ana/?hl=fr
https://bueno.art/0qglqenp/personamente-2/tokens


Luis Luiza

Ferida_aberta//coura

Digital

Price 54 USDT

Visuals for the song 'ferida_aberta//coura', from Lu Zia's 2_22

album.

Website

Mint

https://luisluzia.webflow.io/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3A1f71cf5999f7e803331bd789d0371901


Luko

Bowels of Meaning 

Digital

Price 271 MATIC 

Luko is an abstract expressionist and street artist who represents

the youthful soul and unconscious through colors. He uses art as

therapy & a way to connect with his inner child, having fun

creating.

Website

Mint

https://opensea.io/Lukoart_/created
https://bueno.art/p70ojohf/bowels-of-meaning/tokens


Lydia Gowara

Circle of Life

Digital

Price 37 MATIC 

Lydia Gowara, is a digital artist aiming to have a positive impact

on our world by contributing to a sustainable living through art.

Her piece blends pictures of garden flowers and digital art.

Website

Mint

https://www.behance.net/lydiagowara
https://bueno.art/igdeig8x/circle-of-life-1/tokens


Madalena Marques

Tiles of Landscape

Clay Tile

Price 108 USDT 

Work based on the exploration, observation, and interpretation of the natural landscape

that surrounds the artist, using ceramics (tiles) as a form of creative expression.

The proximity and attraction she has for the sea led her to make the coastal landscape

her great inspiration and an extension of her studio. She used several techniques and

approaches of expression, using photography, drawing, natural raw materials and even

textures taken from the place.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/m_madalena_marques/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3A071298b723fa5051e00ad3da60dda0d2


Mana Negah

The Beauty of Nature

Digital

Price 25 MATIC

Mana Negah is a multi-awarded physical and digital painter. She

likes to talk with others through her art, so her art can be as

diverse as her life and conversations.

Website

Mint

https://manamonde.eth.co/
https://bueno.art/plmilnm/mana-monde-1/tokens


Maria / Gizem Kararmaz İslamoğlu

Robot Lilium

Digital

Price 50 MATIC

Maria is a textile engineer and multimedia artist living in

Germany. Her interests include sewing stylish bags and making

music. She is a digital artist and her collection is focusing on cats.

Website

Mint

https://twitter.com/mariasforest
https://bueno.art/fhmw4vnv/robot-lilium-1/tokens


Marzia & the Spaceship Project

Geomagical Botanica: 

Vesica Piscis Sunset

Print 61xm x 91 cm + digital loop

Price 696 USDT

"Geomagical Botanica: Vesica Piscis Sunset" is a scanner photography artwork featuring

meticulously arranged plants and flowers, including specimens from Lisbon's "Estufa Fria"

garden. The symmetrical composition highlights the Vesica Pisces symbol, a seemingly simple

yet profoundly meaningful geometric design positioned as the foundational shape from which all

other sacred geometry symbols derive their origin. Through the careful interplay of botanical

elements and precise geometry, the artwork invites contemplation of the foundational

symbolism that underlies all sacred geometry.

Website

Mint

https://twitter.com/mariasforest
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3A48aa11877d3067f40d02cb1e4d5c10b6


Marzia & the Spaceship Project

Geomagical Botanica: 

Nature’s Iris

Print 61xm x 91 cm + digital loop

Price 696 USDT

"Geomagical Botanica: Nature's Iris" is a scanner photography artwork featuring meticulously

arranged plants and flowers, including specimens from Lisbon's "Estufa Fria" garden. The

composition is deliberately geometrical and symmetrical, forming a circular mandala-like

structure composed of vibrant plants, flowers, and petals. "Nature's Iris" symbolizes the circular

eye of nature, reflecting the beauty and diversity found in the flora captured through the

scanner glass. This artwork invites viewers into a world where the eye of nature is a

kaleidoscope of colors, intricately woven into a harmonious and enchanting botanical tapestry.

Website

Mint

https://twitter.com/mariasforest
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3A95156a50841b5f224aa4d1a2c6da1686


Mehdi

You light up my Life

Digital

Price 645 MATIC 

Ny project involves transforming retrieved media images into metal

transfer prints. Originating from the 'For you' project, it recreates a

personal archive of Messenger images and GIFs exchanged with my

grandmother. I explore the proliferation of digital images and their

impact on inter-connectivity, viewing GIFs as internet archaeological

ruins. The concept of transfer intrigues me, symbolizing both

technicality and loss.

Website

Mint

https://mehdigorbuz.com/
https://bueno.art/jwzfurmr/you-light-up-my-life/tokens


MezDez

Harmony Heights

Digital

A sustainable tower that utlizes integrated technology to measure and

adjust CO2 absorbing tech. Includes habitat specific dwellings for local

animals, wind energy producing tech based on biomimetic processes,

and flexible solar printed panels. The notion of growing the tower as a

hybrid structure was of interest. 

Website

https://mehdigorbuz.com/


Michelle Rennerova

Symbiosability

Digital

Price 550 MATIC 

Michelle Rennerova is a Czech visual artist and researcher

focused on new media, combining digital and analog art. She is

engaged in research on Synesthetic Experience from Immersive

Art Exhibitions. 

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/rennerovamichelle
https://bueno.art/jovcgadw/symbiosability/tokens


MindSoulMeditations

Bioluminescent Dandelion

Digital

Price 156 MATIC 

MindSoul, is a graphic designer, and a Chakra Mom. She has

harbored a passion for art since infancy. It began at just

10months, framing her first figure, a prized testament to a

lifelong artistic spirit.

Website

Mint

https://mindsoulmeditations.com/
https://bueno.art/fyfmil7p/bioluminescent-dandelion-1/tokens


Moonlight Media

Delicate

Digital

Price 200 MATIC 

Moonlight is a NYC media mixologist, weaving diverse mediums

into surreal, immersive art. Her emotionally charged works, born

from dreams and life, bring viewers into untamed realms of

imagination.

Website

Mint

https://www.moonlightmedia.art/
https://bueno.art/nzha5rx9/delicate-1/tokens


MR MAGIC

The Roots

Digital

Price 253 MATIC 

Ore Babafemi, aka 'Mr. Magic', is a Nigeria-born digital artist

passionate about celebrating African artistry using latest cutting-

edge design technology.

Mint

https://bueno.art/jh82dfcz/the-roots/tokens


Mudodo

Embracing Light

Digital

Price 5 MATIC 

Mudodo, an artistic researcher, blends global insights into diverse

art forms. Through vibrant and unique patterns, he aspires to

create an "ideal world" that redefines self-existence's value.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/mudodo_art
https://bueno.art/celz0qt6/embracing-light-1/tokens


Naka Liang

ɐɯɹɐ |Karma

Digital

Do you believe in karma? A repercussions after the vast tapestry

of existence.

It echoes the universal law of cause and effect. Where every

action has a reaction, and every soul is a weaver of destiny.

KARMA

Hand drawn digital art-Naka Liang.

4961x3508px, 300dpi

Website

https://nakaliang.carrd.co/


NashkaCo

Inner Technology

Digital

Price 852 MATIC 

Website

Mint

https://www.artsies.io/
https://bueno.art/fn63byfb/inner-technology-1/tokens


Nataliya Garber

Web3 embassy of the biosphere

Digital

Price 2776 MATIC 

The main task of humanity is to manage sustainably, according to

its natural laws and our technological abilities. Nataliya Garber

imagined a biosphere embassy benefiting all living beings.

Website

Mint

https://arthive.com/artists/87885~Natalia_Garber/stories/22546
https://bueno.art/c5a9szlt/web3-embassy-of-the-biosphere/tokens


Nataliya Grimberg

Eco Enigma

Digital

Price 2296 MATIC 

Award-winning futurist that lives in 3023, Nataliya Grimberg,

says that EcoEnigma is inspiring us to envision a future where

technology blooms from the soil of our respect for the natural

world.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/nataliyagrimberg
https://bueno.art/d5dvo2eb/eco-enigma-1/tokens


Nativis

Harmony

Digital

Price 414.66 MATIC 

Nativis has been immersed in art since childhood, using music,

photography, drawing, and now digital. Inspired by nature and

simple things' beauty, she reflects his admiration through her

creations.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/semerikova
https://bueno.art/c3c4yje/harmony/tokens


Nicholas Swallow

Hi-Tech Nectar

Digital

Price 415 MATIC 

Nicholas Swallow is a versatile artist in acting, dance, recording,

and performing. As a former fine art consultant in Las Vegas, he

now uses AI to bring vivid dreams to life in outstanding

expressions. 

Website

Mint

https://teia.art/sa1ntn1ch
https://bueno.art/orf5cz/hi-tech-nectar/tokens


Nina Krasnova Jr.

Mother Earth

Digital

Price 279 MATIC 

Nina Krasnova Jr. is a traditional, digital and AI Russian artist.

Her fine style is a mix of various inspirations and a perfect blend

of traditional and contemporary expressions. 

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/ninakrasnovajr
https://bueno.art/tjkm2jbk/mother-earth/tokens


NK

Chrome-infused roots 

Digital

Price 3432 MATIC 

Nk, is an Afrofuturism digital artist. His work amplifies narratives

in Black experience and youth culture. Using new mediums like

AR technology, Nk is dedicated to empowering diverse heritage. 

Website

Mint

https://msha.ke/conceptbynk
https://bueno.art/jl0zzunw/chrome-infused-roots-1/tokens


Nopeas

Flowing Landscape with Intuitive Energy

Digital

Price 30 MATIC 

NopeasArt is a digital artist who has been drawn to the freedom

and limitless possibilities of abstract art.

Recently discovering the power of digital tools to bring his

abstract visions to life.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/nopeasart
https://bueno.art/lgj56yi7/flowing-landscape-with-intuiti/tokens


Patricia Imbarus

Orchid Dreams

Digital

Price 214 USDT 

Orchid Dreams immerses viewers in the ethereal elegance of orchids, capturing their

delicate forms and vibrant hues in a mesmerizing dance of light and shadow. It is part of

a wider body of work, Botanical Wonders, which explores the enigmatic realm of flora.

The series offers viewers an intimate glimpse into the captivating world of flowers,

inviting contemplation and appreciation of nature's intricate artistry.

Website

Mint

https://www.patriciaimbarus.com/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3Ad7a91d65b0062ad1bbec018429c7b010


Patricia Imbarus

Orange Cosmos

Digital

Price 214 USDT 

Conversely, Orange Cosmos unveils the vibrant vitality and subtle nuances of these

blossoms, evoking a sense of warmth and serenity with their radiant shades. It is part of

a wider body of work, Botanical Wonders, which explores the enigmatic realm of flora.

The series offers viewers an intimate glimpse into the captivating world of flowers,

inviting contemplation and appreciation of nature's intricate artistry.

Website

Mint

https://www.patriciaimbarus.com/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3Af42675edb6d3b6b7bcef105bcbba8820


PhillyPay

City Girl

Digital

Price 365 MATIC 

Philly Pay, is an artist with roots in graffiti and skateboarding. His

journey from doodling to embracing Abstract Expressionism and

now merging canvas with AI reflects a profound evolution.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/psychstar77
https://bueno.art/djmk5pjh/city-girl/tokens


Plurality Reality

Organic Connectivity

Digital

Price 137 MATIC 

Art enthusiast with a diverse background in art history, literature

& marketing, Plurality Reality's art explores various mediums,

capturing the richness of our world and individual perspectives.

Website

Mint

https://www.pluralityreality.com/
https://bueno.art/bjl55zz3/organic-connectivity/tokens


Rita Castel Branco

THIS IS NOT A

BALENCIAGA CAMPAIGN

Digital

Price 430 MATIC

Lisbon-born filmmaker & creative Rita Castel-Branco. From

Netflix shows to Vogue, she crafts visual tales inspired by global

art, cinema, and fashion icons.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/r_castelbranco
https://bueno.art/vlfmvzbl/this-is-not-a-balenciaga-campa/tokens


Randal

Losing your mind

Print on Aluminium, 50cmx50cm

Price 107 USDT 

Getting lost in thoughts and loosing the mind. An inner metaphor

expressed through a natural collage with mushrooms collected in

central Portugal.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/whoisrandal/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3Aec499d0e19e6b4eaed589cad563035d8


Randal

Siesta

Print on Aluminium, 50cmx50cm

Price 107 USDT 

Getting lost in thoughts and loosing the mind. An inner metaphor

expressed through a natural collage with mushrooms collected in

central Portugal.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/whoisrandal/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3Ad73170c49ed133ca85adae1a00093224


Rita Vale

Genesis

Digital

Price 4.6 MATIC 

Rita is a 20 years old Portuguese musician that turned to digital

art. She dives with passion into new technologies such as

vectorial ad 3D as she finds diverses ways to express herself.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/ritapvale
https://bueno.art/trsmsk0j/genesis-1/tokens


Siena Summers

The Architect of a Digital Realm

Digital

Website

https://www.instagram.com/siena.summers/


Simone Behrsing

Leaf in the Wind

Digital

Price 80 MATIC 

The tones of nature, the adoption of technology, the grace of

sustainability,

In this hybrid world, the digital pursuit of a leaf,

Purple, blue, green mix in a colorful rush,

Imagination thrives in this vibrant space.

Website

Mint

https://sweetsimonenobregacd.myportfolio.com/
https://bueno.art/sgw8wrwj/leaf-in-the-wind/tokens


Solexordium

AlgaeBioReactor

Digital

Price 1300 MATIC 

Passionate 3D artist driven by curiosity about what's inside,

inspired by their grandmother's work, Solexordium is advocating

for innovative energy solutions, believing the future is ours to

shape.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/solexordium
https://bueno.art/z6csevt/algaebioreactor/tokens


SpicyBruno

Spicy Space

Digital

Price 632 MATIC

Bruno Miranda is founder of Portugal biggest Web3 community:

Chilibangs. He is also an artist of all kind, creating meaningful

connexions everywhere he goes.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/solexordium
https://bueno.art/mqi8gc-y/spicy-space-1/tokens


Taimaz Ashtari

La douleur exquise

Digital

Price 668 MATIC 

Taimaz Ashtari is an Iranian photographer based in Italy, her work

infuses flowers and light creating poetic narratives.

Website

Mint

https://taimazz.xyz/
https://bueno.art/fnk8blf/la-douleur-exquise-1/tokens


Thinkforyourelf

Mushroom print, 56cm x 66 xm, framed

Price 65 USDT 

Mushroom art at its finest. This is not a print but an original

pattern created with mushroom spores. No inc - just spores.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/thinkforyourelf/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3Afe77269a24802cb0bde100d3be002264


Thinkforyourelf

Mushroom print, 19cm x 24 xm, framed

Price 33 USDT 

Mushroom art at its finest. This is not a print but an original

pattern created with mushroom spores. No inc - just spores.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/thinkforyourelf/
https://www.mintbase.xyz/meta/chromaflora.mintbase1.near%3Ab6e506e3f8b506981aeaa1b2bd46fa26


Thomas Maas

Soulsurfer in the desert

Digital

Price 1364 MATIC 

Thomas Maas is a Dutch Entrepreneur and multi-disciplinary

author and artist. He is the founder of Crypto & Taxes Portugal,

Crypto Edits and Ted Crypto.

Website

Mint

https://www.cryptotaxesportugal.com/
https://bueno.art/s44axvwc/soulsurfer-in-the-desert-1/tokens


Tina Alberni

Biomimicry

Digital

Price 320 MATIC 

Tina Alberni is a painter with a bachelor’s in art, that merges

physical and digital realms to tackle urgent themes, envisioning a

future where technology elevates souls through her art.

Website

Mint

https://www.colordesignstudio.com/
https://bueno.art/jx1swfyn/biomimicry-1/tokens


Tina Reith

Botanical Melange

Digital

Price 195 MATIC 

Tina Reith creates works that are abstract, reflective, and serene.

She is interested in exploring ecosystems, identity, and culture, as

influenced by our surroundings.

Website

Mint

https://www.tinareith.com/
https://bueno.art/exyhadtu/botanical-melange-1/tokens


UNKTUKNO

Flora Flow

Digital

Price 395 MATIC 

UNKTUKNO describes herself as a digital weaver who

experiments within the realm of abstraction, visual poetry,

creative coding and AI.

Website

Mint

https://linktr.ee/unktukno
https://bueno.art/pncwwcgj/flora-flow/tokens


Vanessa Camacaro

Mr. Bloom

Digital

Price 278 MATIC 

Vansessa Camacaro is a Digital-AI artist, AI Engineer Student,

Photographer and Curator. Her artistic passions range from

traditional and digital art, music and photography.

Website

Mint

https://opensea.io/Vans_Cmkro/created
https://bueno.art/wxgbnaiq/mr-bloom-1/tokens


Visual Dose

Illumination

Digital

Price 111 MATIC 

Visual Dose has been a digital artist for 20 years, creating visual

stories inspired by life's diverse palette. Her visuals capture the

essence of everyday moments with a touch of magic.

Website

Mint

https://superrare.com/visual_dose
https://bueno.art/pdvxibdt/illumination-1/tokens


Yuseph Zapata

Ole Palometa

Digital

Price 333 MATIC 

Graphic Designer & Artist from Colombia, Yuseph's art plays with

joy through a character who embodies the madness of the street:

Palometa the pigeon. Each piece is a unique show of Caribbean

happiness.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/yuzapata3sc
https://bueno.art/q9xdtr7w/ole-palometa-1/tokens


Zeo James

I'm ok, how r u?

Digital

Price 1170 MATIC 

Zeo James is a A 28 year old Pakistani digital & spiritual artist,

leading the digital enlightenment via his community.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/wearezeo
https://bueno.art/ebnrjhe9/im-ok-how-r-u-1/tokens


Zoo

Axolotl Incarnate

Digital

Price  MATIC 

In the face of growing complexity, we must seek simplicity. We

must identify the essential elements of our systems, the core

principles that drive their operation, and discard the unnecessary

baggage that weighs them down. By simplifying our systems, we

can make them more transparent, more understandable, and

more manageable.

Website

Mint

https://www.instagram.com/wearezeo
https://bueno.art/vqpnlxkg/axolotl-incarnate-1/tokens

